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Abstract—A routing algorithm based on subscription 

partition of publish/subscribe is presented in this paper. 

This algorithm achieves  the clustering partition of 
subscription by the common attribute of subscription 

predicates’ distribution. Each agent manages different 

subset of the subscription. It greatly reduced the size of 

the routing table. In order to effectively reduce the 

number of forwarding events, events and subscriptions are 
forwarded by the unicast and multicast mixed method. 

Experiments showed that the algorithm proposed in this 

paper can effectively reduce the number of agents in the 

transmission process, and narrow the scope and number 

of matching operation acted in agent. 

Keywords- publish / subscribe; subscription; matchin; 

routing; routing algorithm.  

I. INTRODUCTION  

There are two types of exact routing algorithm 

based on content routing algorithm. They are 

filter-based routing
[1,2]

, and mult icast-based 

routing
[3,4]

.For the filter-based routing, each jump will 

filter event’s content and only forward the event to the 

destination address matched with the subscription in the 

event’s forwarding process. However, in the forward ing 

path, because each node of agent needs to match the 

event before it is fo rwarded, this will bring a significant 

delay after the accumulation of multiple nodes.  

The routing algorithm based on the partition of 

event/subscription space is a kind of multicast 

implementation. It’s princip le is divid ing the logical 

space of the event/subscription into different areas . 

When an event is published, it will be mapped to the 

appropriate sub-region, and the agent responsible for 

the region, will complete the communicat ion between 

publishers and subscribers in the region. 

According to the different of clustering objects, 

partitioning technique can be divided into the event 

space partition(ESP) and subscription space partition 

(FSP). The main idea of the event space division 

method
[5,6]

 is mapping the event  to a point in the event 

space. While the subscription is mapped to a reg ion in  

the event space, and then the event space is divided into 

a number of d isjointed event subspace. Each agent 

maintains a subspace. If the multidimensional space 

correspond by a subscription intersects with an event 

subspace, then this subscription is assigned to the agent 

maintaining this space to manage. In forward ing 

process of event, the event needs to be mapped to the 

subspace which the event belongs to. Then it is 

forwarded to the appropriate subscribers  by the agent 

maintaining the subspace. As the event subspaces are 

disjointed, the forward ing process of event can be seen 

as the unicast forwarding. However, if a subscription 

intersects with many event subspaces, then the agent  

correspond by these subspace needs to maintain the 

subscription. This increases the overhead of 

maintaining and updating the subscription.  

Subscription space division method
[7]

 is mapping 

the subscription to a region in the multidimensional 

space, then divide the region into multip le subscription 

subspaces by some kind of aggregation method, each 

agent maintains a subspace. Therefore, the subscriptions 

agents maintain does not exist intersection. However, 

due to the point mapped by a event may fall into the 

intersection of multiple subspaces, so the event need to 

be forwarded to each agent corresponded by these 

subspaces, this increases the network overhead. 
In the above two methods, they all need to map 

events and subscriptions to the multid imensional space, 

so the subspaces are partitioned by a higher complexity, 
while the clustering method proposed in this paper, 

simultaneously ensuring the routing efficiency, can 
make the division of the complexity be the constant 

level. 

II. ROUTING ALGORITHM BASED ON PARTITION OF 

SUBSCRIPTION SET  

A.  Interval of interest 

The event e is expressed as {A1, A2,…, Ak}, Ai 

represents a single attribute, A i=(datatype,namei, 

valuei).Subscription Sub represents {P1, P2,…, Pn},Pi 

represents a single predicate, 

Pi=(datatype,namei,Opi,Ci).Given the attribute space, 

AttrNameTuple[N] = 

(name0,name1,…,nameN-1),defining the 

mapping  N
e 1,0:  ,that is, event e is mapped to 

an N dimensional vector. N
1,0  is represented by a bit  

array, note as e_bit[N].The mapping rules as follow: 
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eAi  ,if AttrNameTuple[j]=A i.namei, then 

e_bit[j]=1,and the remaining b its  are zero. Similarly, 

subscription Sub can be mapped to  N
1,0 ,this vector is 

expressed by a bit array Sub_bit[N].Mapping ru les as 

follows: ePi  ,if AttrNameTuple[j]=Pi.namei, then 

Sub_bit[j]=1,the remaining bits  are zero. 

With binary tree index, subscription collection is 

clustering divided, this divides subscriptions with the 

same sub_bit into the same subset. In which, the layer 

i  Ni 0  represent the i-th  element namei of 

AttrNameTuple, each leaf node 
 N

S 1,0
represents a 

subset of subscription. In which, the sub_bit of 

subscription is equal with each other. 

Obviously, each 
 N

S 1,0
correspond with sequence 

 N
1,0 ,and  N

1,0 correspond with natural number n, so 

each 
 N

S 1,0
can be uniquely expressed as a natural 

number. Since the partition tree’s leaf nodes has at most 

2N-1,they are numbered from left to right by 

1,2,…,2N-1.Assume  the number of event agents is M, 

then the number of subset assigned to each agent is  

M

N 12 

 .Specify the proxy Bi to maintain the subscriptions 

included in the subset which number is between 

1
1*2




M

iN ）（
 and 

M

iN *2
.The interval agent 

maintained is known as interesting range, with i said. 

Make subs as the subscriptions set agent maintained. 

Obviously,  SubsBSubsBBB jiji ..,,  . 

B.  Routing Table Structure 

Each agent has different interesting range. After the 

agent receives a subscription or event, the forwarding 

direction of the subscription and event is determined by 

the routing table. 

Local subscription table (LSTB):it  exists at the edge 

agent, it is used to record subscription ID and the 

customer's address sent by user who access to this agent. 

When the agent received event matching with the 

subscription in the table, it is used to forwarded event to 

the corresponding subscriber. 

Interesting range table(IRTB):it exists at the edge 

agent, the table records the interval of interest allocated to 

each agent, its role is to determine a forward ing address of 

the event or subscription, after edge agent receives an 

event or subscription.  

Interesting range subscription table (IRSTB): it  exists 

in all agents, recording the subscription included in the 

subset the proxy 's interesting interval corresponds. Its role 

is to query the source agent matching the subscription 

after the end of matching process. 

C.  Subscription routing algorithm 

When the edge agent receives a subscription, it uses 

the mapping   to get the Sub_bit[N] of the subscription, 

and then uses the Sub_bit to get the number of subset the 

subscription belongs to, the number is set to be k; Query  

IRTB and get the interval k belongs to, thereby getting the 

agent maintaining this interesting range. If the event agent 

find is itself, then the subscription is inserted into IRSTB;  

otherwise the subscription is sent to the target agent in 

same path, and the target agent insert the subscription into 

IRSTB. 

 
Figure 1.  Subscription forwarding algorithm 

Duo to the uniqueness of target agent, subscription's 

forwarding can be seen as a one-to-one unicast process 

from a source agent to a destination agent. Assume that 

routers exchange each other and save the link informat ion 

for the entire network, so as to equip the whole network 

topology. Thus they can independently calculate a route, 

finding a path from this agent to the destination agent. 

Pseudo-code of Subscription forwarding algorithm shown 

in Fig. 1. 

D.  Forwarding algorithm of Event 

The subscription matching e is not necessarily all 

included in  the subset of interesting range. When the edge 

proxy  receives an event e and the subscriptions matched e 

scatter in many interesting range, we can look the agents 

maintaining these interesting range as a group, the edge 

proxy  just need to sent e to all members of the group. In  

order to determine the communication object, we must 

firstly determine which IRSTB of agent contain the 

subscription interested in e, while the agents not contain 

the subscription matched e do not need to receive the 

event. The specific process  is as follows: 

Step1: get the e_bit[N] of event e by using mapping 

 . 

Step2: search the partition tree according to e_bit[N].If 

e_bit[i]=1,then execute branch parallel search, otherwise, 

only search the left subtree. Until come to the leaf node. 

Step3: accord ing to the number of subset searched, 

determining the range of interest each subset belongs to, 

viewing IRTB to get the target agent. 

After determin ing the object of communication, the 

edge proxy  will sent event e to the various target agents. 

The specific process is as follows: 

a) If the target agent is only one and the self agent, then 

directly perform matching operations in the local; 

otherwise, execute b). 
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b) If the target agent is only one, not the self agent, then 

forward the event e to the target agent by unicast; 

otherwise, execute c). 

c) If the target agent is not only one and does not 

contain this agent, then forward  the event e to each 

agent node by multicast; otherwise, execute d). 

d) If the target agent has multiple and contains the self 

agent, and the number of agent after deducting the 

self agent is one, then execute a),and use the 

forwarding strategy of  b);otherwise, execute a 

and  use the forwarding strategy of  c). 

After all target agents receive the event e, execute 

matching operation, and get the subscription matched 

event e, viewing IRSTB, finding  the source agent of these 

subscriptions, then sent e to them. The specific process is 

as follows: 

1) If the source agent is only one and is the self agent, 

then forward the event e to the appropriate 

subscriber according to LSTB, otherwise, execute 2). 

2) If the source agent is only one, not the self agent, 

then forward the event e to the source agent by 

unicast; otherwise, execute 3). 

3) If the source agent is not only one and does not 

contain this agent, then forward  the event e to each  

source agent by multicast; otherwise, execute 4). 

4) If the source agent has mult iple and contains the self 

agent, and the number of agent after deducting the 

self agent is one, then use the forwarding strategy of  

2);otherwise, use the forwarding strategy of  3). 

III. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE 

We simulated the routing algorithm proposed in this 

paper by NS2,and the experiment selected the following 

four evaluation indicators: 

The average subscription forward ing hops (ASH):the 

number of agent nodes passed in the process where 

subscription was forwarded to the destination agent, ASH 

reflects the subscription routing efficiency. 

The average event forwarding hops (AEH):the number 

of agent nodes passed in the process where events is sent 

to its interested agent, AEH reflect the efficiency of the 

event routing . 

The average event forward ing delay (AED):the 

average time consumed in the process where events is sent 

to its interested agent, AED reflects the system's routing 

efficiency and scalability. 

Average number of subscriptions (ANS):the average 

number of subscriptions maintained by agent. It is an 

important manifestation of the load balancing. The more 

self subscriptions distribute, the load of the event 

matching calculation is more balanced. 

The size of property space in  the experiment  was set 

to be 10.The topology was a general graph structure. With 

the changing of agent's number (the total number of 

subscriptions is fixed at 30000), we compared routing 

algorithm based on the partition of subscription with 

reverse path forward ing algorithm
[8,9] 

in the 1,2,3 three 

indicators. The same time, with a fixed number of agents 

and subscriptions, and the subscription was average 

distributed, when we examine indicators 4, we randomly  

selected a number of agents and compared the number of 

subscriptions they maintained, so as to measured ANS. 

As to ASH, each agent sent a subscription in every 1 

second, sending a total of 50 t imes, we counted the mean 

of ASH for subscriptions all p roxy issued. Result was 

shown in Fig. 2.We can get some informat ion form it.  

With the increasing of agent's number, ASH of the two  

algorithms increased, but the ASH of the partition routing 

algorithm was significantly less than the value obtained 

by the reverse path forwarding algorithm. This is because 

routing algorithm based on subscription division will 

forward the subscription to the appropriate agent by the 

best path. However, in the reverse path forward ing 

algorithm, each agent maintains a spanning tree whose 

root is itself, and the number of nodes in the spanning tree 

is usually much larger than the number of nodes on the 

optimal path. And when the number of tree is fixed, the 

average number of nodes in the spanning tree will 

increase as the total number of the agent increases. 

 

Figure 2.  The ASH when the number of agents changes 

 
Figure 3.  The AEH when the number of agents changes 

 
Figure 4.  The AED when the number of agents changes 

As to AEH, each agent sent a event in every 1 second, 

sending a total of 50 t imes. we counted the mean of AEH 

of all proxy. Result was shown in Fig. 3.It can be seen, 

with the increasing of agent's number,  AEH of the two  

algorithms increased, but the AEH of the routing 

algorithm based on the division was  less than the value 

obtained by the reverse path forwarding algorithm.  This is 

because the algorithm proposed in this paper uses the tree 

path to forward events by multicast in the forwarding of 

events. However, in the reverse path forwarding algorithm,  

because subscription each agent maintains is different, it  
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is unable to determine the purpose agent of the event, 

needing to match and forward in the more agents. 

As to AED, we separately investigated the 

performance of the two  algorithms when agents ’ number 

is variab le and the total number of subscriptions in system 

is variable. When the number of agents changed, each 

agent sent a event in every 1 seconds, sending a total of 50 

times, we counted the average event forwarding delay.  

Result was shown in Fig. 4.W ith the increasing of agent's 

number, AED of the two algorithms increased. However, 

the AED of the d ivision routing algorithm was 

significantly less than the value obtained by the reverse 

path forwarding algorithm. This is because the routing 

algorithm based on partition, in  the event's forward ing 

process, not each agent receiving the event should do 

matching operation, but make the matching operation only 

limit to target agent. However, for the filter-based routing 

algorithm, each agent receiving an event need to do 

matching operation  before the event is forwarded,  this 

brings a lot of delay  after the accumulation of all the 

nodes. 

As to ANS, in the condition that subscriptions were 

average distributed, the number of proxy nodes was fixed  

at 100, each agent produced 100 subscriptions. After the 

system became stable, we randomly selected a few agents, 

sampling the number of their maintenance subscription.  

 
Figure 5.  the results of Sampling the SSP 

 

Figure 6.  the sampling results of reverse path forwarding algorithm 

The result was shown in Fig. 5,Fig. 6.As using the 

routing algorithm based on the division, the subscriptions’ 

number of p roxy was closed to the average. For a 

subscription, its maintaining agent is mapped by the 

distribution of the subscription's properties. Whereas, 

different agents have the different mapping property, so 

the subscriptions agents maintain don’t exist intersection. 

At the same time, in the condition that subscriptions is 

evenly distributed, the subscriptions’ number on the pro xy  

is roughly same. However, fo r the reverse path algorithm, 

a node may be located in  multiple spanning trees, so the 

number of subscription such node maintain will 

exponentially increases. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper analyzed the lack of filter-based routing 

algorithm and mult icast-based routing algorithm. And 

designed a routing algorithm based on the partition of 

subscriptions’ set. Describe the partition of Interesting 

interval. The realizat ion method of the subscription 

routing algorithm and event forwarding algorithm is 

proposed. The basic idea of this algorithm is div ided the 

subscriptions into mult iple subsets. These subsets are 

maintained by each agent. Thus subscriptions maintained 

by each agent don’t intersect. It can avoid the 

phenomenon that subscription is repeatedly maintained. 
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